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Hidden order in the cuprates
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We propose that the enigmatic pseudogap phase of cuprate superconductors is characterized by a hidden
broken symmetry ofdx22y2-type. The transition to this state is rounded by disorder, but in the limit that the
disorder is made sufficiently small, the pseudogap crossover should reveal itself to be such a transition. The
ordered state breaks time-reversal, translational, and rotational symmetries, but it is invariant under the com-
bination of any two. We discuss these ideas in the context of ten specific experimental properties of the
cuprates, and make several predictions, including the existence of an as-yet undetected metal-metal transition
under the superconducting dome.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we argue that much of the strange phen
enology of the cuprate superconductors may be simply
plained as the disorder-frustrated development of a new
der parameter. There are a number of potential candidate
this order, but the one we favor on phenomenologi
grounds is orbital antiferromagnetism1 or d-density wave
~DDW! order,2,3 which is characterized by a local order p
rameter that distills the universal physics underlying
staggered flux state4–8 divorced from the uncontrolled ap
proximations associated with the gauge theory formalis
The essence of our idea is that the pseudogap9 observed in
underdoped cuprates is an actual gap in the one-particle
citation spectrum at the wave-vector (p,0) and symmetry-
related points of the Brillouin zone associated with the
velopment of this new order. It is ‘‘pseudo’’ in experime
only because of extreme sensitivity to sample imperfect
caused by proximity to the phase transition. Moreover,
DDW couples weakly to common experimental probes, a
is thus difficult to detect.

Our proposal has much in common with theoretical ide
already in the literature,8–19 and borrows heavily from them
For example, Wen and Lee have proposed staggered cur
that fluctuate but do not order.8 Varma has proposed curren
that alternate in the unit cell but do not break translatio
symmetry.10 Emery et al.,11 and Kivelsonet al.12 and Ca-
praraet al.13 have proposed states with broken symmetries
different kinds. Our strategy for constructing a theory a
confronting experiments differs from most others in dee
phasizing modeling of the ‘‘strange metal’’ behavior and f
cusing on order, low-temperature phenomenology, and
terial imperfection—all issues with sharp experimen
dichotomies amenable to falsification. DDW order can
detected if it is present. If it is not present, the proposa
disproved.

II. COMPETING ORDER

Order-parameter competition has always been a nat
candidate for explaining why the superconducting transit
0163-1829/2001/63~9!/094503~10!/$15.00 63 0945
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temperatureTc first grows and then retreats as doping
reduced. Let us consider the generic zero-tempera
Ginzburg-Landau free energy

F5l~y21uzu2!21gy2uzu22ay22a8uzu2, ~1!

describing the development of order parametersy and z in
the case that low-order mixing is forbidden by symmetry.
Fig. 1~b! we plot the values ofy andz that minimizeF for
the case ofl51 andg520.8 as a function of the abstrac
tuning parameterp. The variablesa and a8 are the simple
linear functions ofp shown in Fig. 1~c!. One sees thatz
develops atp50.3, y develops atp50.2, and that 0.1,p
,0.2 is a coexistence region in which the growth ofy sup-
presses and eventually eliminatesz. Thus if we imaginez to
be the magnitude of the order parameter ford-wave super-
conductivity andp to be doping, then we can understand t
onset, growth, saturation, and eventual destruction of su
conductivity with reduced doping as an effect of a monoto
cally strengtheningd-wave pairing interaction, as opposed
one that first strengthens and then weakens. The underd
side of the superconducting dome is then fundamentally
ferent from the overdoped side in that the superfluid den
is suppressed there by the development of a second o
parametery.

III. d-DENSITY WAVE

Let us now consider the order parameter

y5 i(
k,s

f ~k!^ck1Q,s
† ck,s&, ~2!

where f (k)5cos(kx)2cos(ky). If f (k) were replaced by a
function withs-wave symmetry,y would simply be the order
parameter of a charge-density wave~CDW!—hence, we call
this state adx22y2 density wave~DDW! state.3 For the par-
ticular case ofQ5(p,p), which we think most relevant to
the cuprates, the equivalence ofQ and2Q enforced by the
underlying band structure requires the sum to be imagin
Thus this state necessarily breaks parity and time-reve
symmetry~i.e., exhibits magnetism!, as well as translation by
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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one lattice spacing and rotation byp/2. It is, however, sym-
metric under the combination of any two of these operatio
The order parameter is equivalent to the array of bond c
rents illustrated in Fig. 2.

The excitation spectrum of the DDW at very low energ
is generic and consists of conventional fermionic partic
and holes in a band structure like that of thed-wave super-
conductor ~DSC! with which it competes. Introducing a
mean-field ansatz3 @cf. Eq. ~2!# we obtain the one-body
Hamiltonian

H5(
k,s

e~k!cks
† cks1D~k!cks

† ck1Qs , ~3!

FIG. 1. Top: Phase diagram constructed from experiments
YBa2Cu3O72d . TN is the Néel transition,Tc is the superconducting
transition,T* is the pseudogap crossover,~Ref. 28!, T0 is the loca-
tion of the maximum in the uniform susceptibilty, andTChargeis a
charge-ordering line recently reported by Mooket al. ~Ref. 40!.
Middle: Values of uzu ~solid!, y ~dots!, and (y21uzu2)1/2 ~solid!
minimizing the free energy of Eq.~1! with l51, g520.8, and the
linear functionsa anda8 shown on the bottom. The parameterp is
hole doping.

FIG. 2. Left: Arrangement of bond currents in the DDW sta
Right: Brillouin zone of the Cu-O plane. The dots show the ha
filling Fermi surface, as well as the Brillouin zone boundary af
the DDW state has formed. The circles are the Fermi surface o
DDW state at finite doping.
09450
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where ek522t@cos(kx)1cos(ky)# and Dk5yV@cos(kx)
2cos(ky)#, and V is a coupling constant in the microscop
Hamiltonian. Microscopic Hamiltonians with short-range r
pulsion and superexchange are favorable for such order5,6 but
are even more favorable for an antiferromagnetic state. H
ever, correlated hopping terms tend to tip the balance in
vor of DDW order.3 Since the ordering occurs atQ
5(p,p), it is most favorable at half-filling or low doping
The corresponding band structure is

Ek56Aek
21uDk

DDWu2. ~4!

At half-filling, there are gapless quasiparticles only at t
nodal points k5(6p/2,6p/2). At finite doping, Fermi
pockets are opened, as shown in Fig. 2. While the DD
state is semimetallic at half-filling, it is a conventional me
@with two-dimensional~2D! localization prevented by inter
layer tunneling# with a disconnected Fermi surface at do
ings other than half-filling. It is possible for the DDW t
discommensurate, thereby opening a full gap, as occurs
a traditional spin density wave, but this is not automatic b
cause the remaining Fermi surface is not nested. Some
lated density-wave states are discussed in the Appendix

The excitation spectrum at high energies is not gene
There is no reason for the quasiparticle at (p,0) to have
integrity, particularly if the system is near the continuo
quantum phase transition atp50.2 in Fig. 1. This is a Fermi-
surface reconnection, at which the Hall conductance jump
van Hove singularity develops at (p,0), andquasiparticles
scatter violently even at low energy scales.14,21,22

IV. d-WAVE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

The Heisenberg exchange nominally responsible
DDW order also tends to favord-wave superconductivity.
This is the underlying reason the band structures of the
are so similar, and why the competition of these two kinds
order is natural. If we allow the superconducting bond e
pectation valuê cj↑ck↓&56z to develop, where the sign i
positive onx bonds and negative ony bonds, the Hartree-
Fock Hamiltonian becomes

HHF8 5HHF1J(̂
jk&

6~zck↓
† cj↑

† 1z* cj↑ck↓!, ~5!

and the corresponding superconducting quasiparticle dis
sion relation becomes

Ek56A@~ek
21uDk

DDWu2!1/26m#21uDk
DSCu2, ~6!

whereDk
DSC5zJ@cos(kx)2cos(ky)# andm is the chemical po-

tential. Thus not only does this kind of interaction stabili
both kinds of order, it allows the two order parameters
evolve continuously into each other without collapsing t
quasiparticle gap at the zone face. This allows us to use
ground-state expectation value ofH and similar Hamilto-
nians as a sensible model for the energy functionalF, i.e.,
one that does not throw away important low-energy exc
tions.
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HIDDEN ORDER IN THE CUPRATES PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 094503
This calculation illustrates an important feature of t
mixed state that the superfluid density is not fixed by s
rules on the underlying Fermi surface but is rather de
mined by the balance between the DDW and DSC or
parameters. This is because the superfluid is primarily a c
densate of Cooper pairs drawn from thegappedregion near
(p,0) rather than the residual Fermi surface near (p/2,p/2).
This effect is not difficult to understand if the DDW orde
parameter is small, for then the semimetallic state with Fe
points—or away from half-filling, the conventional metall
state with a small, disconnected Fermi surface—is not
nificantly different from the parent metal with a full Ferm
surface at the energy scales relevant to superconductivity
the DDW order parameter becomes large, however, we h
more and more the case of a powerful attractive force ex
ing electrons and holes virtually into the insulating part
the band structure and then binding these into superfluid.
result is a condensate fraction that falls precipitously as
DDW order parameter grows. An insulating ground state~or
in this case, nearly insulating, since there is a small disc
nected Fermi surface! that becomes a superfluid without fir
becoming a metal is unusual in solids, but perhaps no
nature, for this is the central idea behind Higgs condensa
in electroweak theory.

V. s-WAVE COMPETITION

The competition between DDW and DSC has a sim
analog in thes-wave case23 that is particularly instructive
because it is exact.24 The Hubbard model

H52t(̂
jk&

(
s

cj s
† cks1U(

j
cj↑

† cj↓
† cj↓cj↑ ~7!

has the special property at half-filling that replacing the f
mion operator on a lattice sitej, cj↓ , by (21) j cj↓

† ~a unitary
transformation at half-filling! reverses the sign ofU. When
U.0 this model has a ground state that is an ordered a
ferromagnet characterized by the expectation values

F ^Sj
x&

^Sj
y&

^Sj
z&
G5

1

2F ^cj↑
† cj↓1cj↓

† cj↑&

i ^cj↑
† cj↓2cj↓

† cj↑&

^cj↑
† cj↑2cj↓

† cj↓&
G . ~8!

WhenU,0 the ground state is thus a degenerate mixture
s-wave superconductivity~SSC! and checkerboard charge o
der characterized by the expectation values

F ^Re~D j !&

^Im~D j !&

^nj&
G5F ^cj↑

† cj↓
† 1cj↓cj↑&

i ^cj↑
† cj↓

† 2cj↓cj↑&

~21! j^cj↑
† cj↑1cj↓

† cj↓&
G . ~9!

Both kinds of order occur simultaneously, are equivalent
ergetically, and may be rotated into each other by anal
with spin rotation of an antiferromagnet. More precisely, t
system lies at a quantum phase transition between the
kinds of order and can be made to acquire one, the othe
a mixture of the two by means of an arbitrarily small pertu
09450
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bation, exactly the way the parametersg anda2a8 in Eq.
~1! break the rotational invariance ofF.

The Hartree-Fock solution, which is only approxima
also has this symmetry. Allowing the expectation valuesy
5(21) j^cj↑

† cj↑2cj↓
† cj↓&/2 and z5^cj↑cj↓& we obtain for

the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian

HHF52t(̂
jk&

(
j s

cks
† cks1U(

j
@~21! j y~cj↑

† cj↑2cj↓
† cj↓!

1~zcj↓
† cj↑

† 1z* cj↑cj↓!#, ~10!

and for the corresponding quasiparticle dispersion relatio

Ek56A@~ek
21uDCDWu2!1/26m#21uDSSCu2, ~11!

where DCDW5yU and DSSC5zU, are the charge-densit
wave ands-wave superconducting gaps, respectively. This
exactly the same as Eq.~6! with s-wave quantities substi
tuted ford-wave ones. Thus, as in thed-wave case, the su
perconducting order parameter may, at half-filling (m50) be
rotated continuously from pure superconductivity to pu
checkerboard charge order without closing the quasipart
gap. In this case, however, the rotation also leaves
ground state energy invariant, and is an exact symmetry.16,24

This calculation illustrates the important feature of char
order that it competes easily and naturally withs-wave su-
perconductivity butnot with d-wave. This is because it is a
s-wave condensate, as per Eq.~2!.

VI. PSEUDOGAP

A large number of experimental properties of the cupra
are consistent with the presence of DDW order in und
doped samples.

A. Gap evolution

The d-wave superconducting gap in the electron spec
function evolves continuously with underdoping into th
d-wave-like pseudogap without collapsing. In the top of F
3 we reproduce point-contact tunneling measurements on
derdoped YBCO of Renneret al.25 showing the excessive
size of the tunneling gap and its persistence above the su
conductingTc , both of which are characteristic of unde
doped cuprates. Identification of this feature with thed-wave
gap follows from its evolution out of the simpler BCS-lik
gap found in overdoped materials and its rough compatibi
with the magnitude ofTc . However, its persistence aboveTc
is not consistent with a traditional BCS gap, for this shou
disappear atTc , as occurs in overdoped samples, on qu
general grounds. That this gap has the correct angular de
dence is shown in the middle of Fig. 3, where we reprodu
angle-resolved photoemission spectra from underdo
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d at two different points in the Brillouin
zone reported by Normanet al.26 The upper trace, taken
from near the zone face at (p,0), shows a large gap tha
persists well aboveTc , whereas the lower trace, taken fro
near the node at (p/2,p/2), shows a smaller gap that i
destroyed atTc . This angular dependence is also seen in
bottom of Fig. 3, where we reproduce the retreat of the p
3-3
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toemission ‘‘leading edge’’ as a function of position on t
weak-coupling Fermi surface reported by Harriset al.27 The
d-wave-like character of the gap is clear, as is its persiste
at the zone face aboveTc for even slightly underdoped
samples. Thus it appears that the pseudogap and the s
conducting gap have identical functional forms and evo
continuously into each other as the doping is reduced, jus
expected from order-parameter rotation.

Energetic competition as the cause of this rotation is s
gested by the similarity between the superconducting
pseudogap energy scales. It may be seen in the bottom
Fig. 3 that the maximum ‘‘leading-edge’’ gap is 30 me
while the retreat caused by heating aboveTc is between 5
meV and 10 meV, depending on doping. The pseudo
scalekBT* .30 meV is also identified in a number of oth

FIG. 3. Top: Point-contact tunneling spectrum of underdop
Bi2212 by Renneret al. ~Ref. 25! at temperatures~top to bottom!
4.2 K, 63 K, 81 K, 89 K, 109 K, and 151 K. The dotted line show
the spectrum atTc585 K. Middle: Angle-resolved photoemissio
from Norman et al. ~Ref. 26! on underdoped Bi2212 withTc

575 K at the two points in the Brillouin zone shown in the inse
The data were symmetrized to remove the Fermi function. T
temperatures are, from top to bottom, 65 K, 85 K, 110 K. Botto
Leading-edge gap from Harriset al. ~Ref. 27!. Left panel: Tc

578 K Dy-BSCCO, at temperatures 13 K~diamonds!, 100 K
~crosses!, 150 K ~squares!. Right panel:Tc546 K Dy-BSCCO; the
symbols are the same as in the left panel.
09450
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measurements,9 notably neutron scattering,28 NMR,29 elec-
tronic Raman scattering,30 and optical reflectivity.31

B. Superfluid density

Rapid collapse of superfluid density below optimal do
ing is seen in many experiments.32 The zero-temperature
penetration depth, for example, grows rapidly in t
pseudogap regime and correlates with the suppression oTc
with underdoping, yet saturates at overdoping in a way re
niscent of a traditional BCS superconductor.33 In Fig. 4 we
reproduce the heat capacity measurements
Bi2.15Sr1.85CaCu2O81d recently reported by Tallon and
Loram.32 Above a hole concentration of aboutp50.19 per
Cu the specific heat jump at the superconducting transi
varies weakly withp, as one would expect if the materia
were an ordinary metal undergoing a transition to BCS
perconductivity. At p50.19, however, there is an abrup
transition and a rapid decrease of this height with underd
ing, as though all or part of the Fermi surface were be
destroyed by the removal of holes. As a result of this, th
are fewer low-energy excitations remaining to be affected
the superconducting transition. Hence, the specific-heat ju
at the transition,Dg, is reduced. All of this behavior is com
patible with Fig. 1 if the phase transition is atp50.2, where
the order parametery begins to develop, is associated wi
the onset of DDW order and the consequent continu
opening of a gap at (p,0) in the quasiparticle spectrum.

C. Spin susceptibility

There is evidence that spin ordering—and thus presu
ably stripe ordering—has not taken place at optimal dop

d

.
e
:

FIG. 4. Top: Specific heatg in mJ/mol K2 for various doping
levels of Bi2.15Sr1.85CaCu2O81d of Tallon and Loram~Ref. 32!. The
y intercepts of the curves increase with doping so that the lo
curves correspond to underdoped crystals while the upper cu
correspond to overdoped crystals; the fourth highest curve co
sponds to optimal doping. Bottom: Specific-heat jump@g(Tc)
2g(120 K)# of above samples versus doping. The doping leve
determined fromTc and the semiempirical relation between this a
dopingp in holes per Cu site shown in plusses.
3-4
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HIDDEN ORDER IN THE CUPRATES PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 094503
in YBCO, but only occurs at much lower doping levels.
Fig. 5 we reproduce the inelastic neutron measurements34 for
optimally doped and underdoped YBCO at a moment
transfer of (p,p,p). These experiments show that the 4
meV resonance, which disappears aboveTc and is presum-
ably associated with the superconductivity, evolves conti
ously with underdoping into the magnetic fluctuatio
spectrum of the ordered antiferromagnet. Thus, we inter
the piling up of low-frequency spectral weight in the expe
ment at low doping as signaling the approach of magn
order, and conversely of showing that magnetic order is n
ther present nor imminent at the onset of DDW order. T
spin-fluctuation spectrum in the superconducting region
mains fully gapped and has no low-energy structure of
kind. The resonance continues to be destroyed by elev
temperature, but the requisite temperaturegrowswith under-
doping even asTc is evolving to zero. In this way an exci
tation manifestly associated with the superconductivity at
timal doping transforms into an excitation irrelevant
superconductivity.35

This effect is simply understood as a tripletexciton36 that
vanishes at elevated temperature because the quasipa
gap required for it to be well defined vanishes. This is qu
tified in Fig. 6, where we plot the imaginary part of

FIG. 5. Inelastic neutron scattering atk5(p,p,p) reported by
Bourges~Ref. 34! for YBCO at various levels of underdoping. Th
closed and open circles correspond toT55 K andT5100 K, re-
spectively. Higher-resolution experiments~Ref. 34! have now
shown that the shoulder on the low-energy side belowTc is actually
split incommensurate peaks.
09450
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xq~v!5
xq

0~v!

11Uxq
0~v!

, ~12!

where

xq
0~v!5

1

2p2E2p

p E
2p

p

dkxdky

Ek1Ek1q

~v1 ih!22~Ek1Ek1q!2

3S 12
«k«k1q1Dk

DDWDk1q
DDW1Dk

DSCDk1q
DSC

EkEk1q
D ~13!

at q5(p,p) for various values ofU. This is a crude ladder
sum in whichxq

0(v) represents the susceptibility of the ide
BCS superconductor characterized byEk , Dk

DDW , andDk
DSC

as per Eq.~6!, while U represents a Coulomb interactio
added to push this system toward spin antiferromagneti
One sees that asU is increased the sharp resonance in
spectrum decreases in energy and broadens, just as o
with decreased doping in Fig. 5. This width is due to efficie
decay of the exciton into nodal quasiparticle pairs. At
slightly higher value ofU the continuum evolves into a di
vergence atv50 associated with the onset of spin orde
Note that the DDW and DSC order parameters in this cal
lation are effectively interchangeable. SinceDk

DDW5

2Dk1q
DDW and Dk

DSC52Dk1q
DSC for q5(p,p), the coherence

factor is unity and unchanged, close to the Fermi ene
whether or not both gaps, or only one of them, are pres
For ans-wave gap the corresponding coherence factor wo
have been zero.

D. High-field transport

Stripes and antiferromagnetic order are naturally ass
ated with the insulating behavior of the cuprates seen n
half-filling.37 In a conventional doped band insulator, insu
tion is caused by impurities, which trap carriers and prev
them from moving. The system becomes a metal when
doped sufficiently that the impurity orbitals touch. One of t
most significant characteristics of the cuprates is that t
continue to insulate to phenomenally high dopings, typica
5% or one hole for every 20 Cu atoms. It is very difficult
understand how an insulator with an energy gap less t
that of the common semiconductor GaAs should still insul
at these high dopings through impurity trapping solely. B
development of antiferromagnetic order with antiphase
main walls, which then trap carriers and pin, is easy to

FIG. 6. Imxq(v) as defined by Eq.~13! for the case ofm50,
yJ/(2t1xJ)50.1 andU/Uc50.0,0.3,0.6,0.9, whereUc is the criti-
cal value ofU.
3-5
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derstand, physically sensible, and supported experimen
by the simultaneous occurrence in these materials of disc
mensurated magnetic Bragg peaks and x-ray satellites a
actly half their momentum displacements.38 Thus our view is
that charge ordering@which would have an order paramet
of the form~2!, but with anf (k), which hass-wave symme-
try and, in all likelihood, incommensurateQ# impedes con-
duction, rather than facilitating it,11 and moreover is charac
teristic of the insulating state.

The issue of coexistence of superconductivity with strip
and antiferromagnetism, and potential causative relati
among them, is still highly controversial and a matter
experimental study.39 There is, however, increasing eviden
that the coexistence found in La22xSrxCuO4:Nd ~Ref. 38! is
anomalous and that the cuprates with the highest value
Tc have charge ordering only at the low-doping edge of
superconducting dome. The recent neutron scattering f
YBa2CuO3O72x reported by Mooket al.40 find the charge-
ordering line shown in Fig. 1 and no static antiferroma
netism anywhere in the superconducting region. This is c
sistent with the high-field transport experiment
Bi2Sr22xLaxCuO61d recently reported by Onoet al.41 repro-
duced in Fig. 7, which finds a metal-insulator transition
essentially the same doping as the charge-ordering li40

when the superconductivity is crushed by a large magn
field. The phenomenology of this transition is qualitative
similar to that observed previously in La22xSrxCuO4 ~Ref.
42! ~LSCO! except that it occurs near the edge of the do
rather than near optimal doping. This is important, for C
tellani, Di Castro, and Grilli43 were led by this observation t
propose that the strange-metal behavior of the cuprates m
be quantum criticality associated with the charge-order
transition. These more recent experiments suggest that

FIG. 7. High-field transport experiment of Onoet al. ~Ref. 41!
on Bi2Sr22xLaxCuO61d . Top: Resistivity in mV cm versus tem-
perature for samples with La concentrations~top to bottom! x
50.84, 0.76, 0.73, and 0.39 with~circles! and without~solid lines!
an applied magnetic field of 60 T. Bottom: The temperature of
minimum value ofr ~diamonds! plotted versus hole concentration
The superconductingTc ~dots! is plotted for reference.
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instead quantum criticality associated with the developm
of DDW order. LSCO is unique among the high-Tc cuprates
in having a low transition temperature, a strong tendency
stripe-order near 1/8 doping, and an extreme sensitivity
Nd doping,38 all of which suggest mechanical weakness
the crystal structure.

The large-field experiment also reveals another import
aspect of the cuprates, namely, the lack of evidence
strange-metal behavior in the zero-temperature normal s
It may be seen in the top of Fig. 7 that the resistivities on
metallic side of the transition become constant at low te
peratures and that they evolve continuously across the t
sition into the linear-T resistivity characteristic of the high
temperature normal state of the cuprates. The resistivit
the transition is also about 200mV cm, a typical saturation
resistivity in strong-scattering metals. Both of these prop
ties are consistent with the zero-temperature normal state
ing a conventional metal. They do not prove this, but th
make the argument for a non-Fermi-liquid phase more d
cult, as linear-T resistivity is one of its key signatures.

Thus on the basis of these experiments we predict tha
large magnetic fields there should be asecond zero-
temperature phase transition nearp50.19 associated with
the onset of DDW order. At this transition the system sho
remain a conventional metal but violently change the top
ogy of its Fermi surface. This transition should be plain
visible in all transport measurements and should be cha
terized by powerful critical scattering.14,21,22

E. c-axis conductivity

DDW formation provides a simple explanation for th
perplexing semiconductingc-axis resistivity in many cu-
prates. In Fig. 8 we reproduce the optical conductivity m
surements on YBa2Cu3O6.7 of Homeset al.44 showing the
steady reduction of the oscillator strength below 40 m
beginning at a temperature far above the superconduc
Tc . That this reduction does not conserve thef-sum rule
locally—which any mean-field theory, including that of th
DDW, does—is interesting but not necessarily significant,
a mean-field description is obligated to be quantitative o
at arbitrarily small energy scales. Band structure studies45 of
these materials have shown that thec-axis tunneling matrix
element is largest at (p,0) and symmetry-related points—
precisely at the points where the DDW gap is large.@The

e

FIG. 8. c-axis optical conductivity of YBa2Cu3O6.7 in
V21 cm21 reported by Homeset al. ~Ref. 44! for temperatures~top
to bottom! T 5 250 K, 150 K, 110 K, 70 K, and 10 K. Large
phonon contributions have been subtracted out.
3-6
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HIDDEN ORDER IN THE CUPRATES PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 094503
functional form is roughlyt';(coskx2cosky)
2.45# Thus the

opening of the DDW gap suppresses thec-axis transport be-
cause the remaining Fermi surface does not conduct
ciently in thec direction due to small tunneling matrix ele
ment. The above matrix element holds for simple tetrago
materials~Hg1201,Tl1201, etc.!. For body-centered tetrago
nal materials~LSCO, Tl2201, Bi2212, etc.!, the maxima of
t' are shifted towards the zone center, and the effec
opening the DDW gap at (p,0) and symmetry-related point
is weaker.

VII. ORBITAL MAGNETISM

The distinguishing characteristic of DDW order is th
magnetic field it makes. Since the possibility of spontane
breaking of time reversal and parity in the cuprates was
proposed in the late 1980s there have been a number o
tempts to detect such fields, most of which have reported
results.46 However there has always been confusion ab
the size of the effects one would expect, and there h
always been mysterious magnetic signals in the cuprates
cluding a recent report of spin antiferromagnetism coexist
with superconductivity in a sample of superoxygena
La2CuO41y with y50.12 andTc542 K.39 This fundamen-
tally conflicts with a previous report of no magnetism
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4.46 We feel that the magentic experimen
are so contradictory that they can at present neither rule
nor confirm the presence of DDW order.

We estimate the magnetic field at the center of a plaqu
associated with DDW order to be between 1 and 30 G.4 The
bond currents of Fig. 2 are roughlyeDDDW/\, whereDDDW

is the maximum DDW gap. If we take this to be 30 meV, w
find bond currents of about 7mA. The large uncertainty in
the corresponding field strength is due mainly to uncerta
in the current path. One can reasonably consider mo
ranging from Cu sites connected by 1-Å ‘‘wires’’ to spl
current carried between adjacent O atoms.

Let us now briefly review the current experimental situ
tion relevant to direct detection of DDW magnetism.

A. Neutron scattering

DDW order is, in principle, visible in magnetic neutro
scattering. Unfortunately, the signals are quite small co
pared with those from ordered spins and easily overwhelm
by them. The ratio of the staggered magnetic field associ
with DDW fields to that nominally produced by an order
array of spins is

BDDW

BAFM
5S eDDDW

\cr D S mcr3

e\ D5
mr2

\2
DDDW, ~14!

or about 0.06, withr 54 Å taken for the bond length. Ef
fective magnetic moments of this size are just barely det
able in the cuprates.39,47

It is also unfortunate that the doping levels at which DD
order should be well developed lie close to the spin-gl
regime,48 where the system crosses over between Ne´el and
superconducting order. The spin glass is characterized
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slightly incommensurate short-range antiferromagnet
with strongly suppressed scattering intensities along
orthorhombic axis—behavior consistent with unpaired
spins pointing in the plane47 and inconsistentwith DDW
magnetism. However, numerous incursions of this mag
tism into the superconducting phase have been reported
one case deeply,39 and this has always been difficult to un
derstand from the point of view of traditional magnetic mo
els. It implicitly raises the question of whether there might
two kinds of antiferromagnetism in the cuprates—one due
spins, which is incompatible with superconductivity, and t
other due to DDW, which is fully compatible with it an
associated with pseudogap formation. Spin-orbit coupl
would then mix these and conceivably make them evo
into each other with increased doping.

B. X-ray scattering

DDW order cannot be seen in x-ray scattering. The DD
order parameter is odd under time-reversal while atomic
placements are even, so there is no first-order coupling
tween them, and Bragg scattering through circular birefr
gence from the valence electrons is too weak. For a 10-K
x-ray of frequencyv the Bragg intensity is down by the
factor (mBBDDW/\v)2.10216 from the Bragg intensity of
valence electrons—already small compared with the sig
from the core electrons. The absence of an x-ray signal
key characteristic DDW order distinguishing it experime
tally from stripes.

C. Magnetic resonance

The static magnetic field of ideal DDW order cannot
seen directly through NMR of Cu or O nuclei in ideal Cu
planes, as these lie at centers of symmetry where the D
magnetic field is zero. However, magnetic fluctuations as
ciated with the onset of DDW order or a glassy state o
disorder-frustrated DDW could be seen by NMR, although
would be difficult to distinguish from antiferromagnetic sp
fluctuations for the reasons stated above. Also, DDW or
can in principle be seen in NMR of ions out of the Cu-
planes, such as Y, Ba, La, or Sr. It has long been establis
that there are unusual magnetic signals belowTc in all the
cuprates, but attempts to quantify these have been plag
by the inherent model sensitivity of NMR analysis. Tallo
and Loram49 have recently argued using the ratio of63Cu
and 17O spin-lattice relaxation rates analyzed with the mo
of Millis, Monien, and Pines50 that short-range antiferromag
netic fluctuations develop in the pseudogap regime wit
functional dependence onp tracking roughly the value ofy
in Fig. 1. This analysis is not persuasive evidence for DD
order.

D. Muon spin resonance

Muon spin resonance has consistently found evidence
magnetism in the superconducting state of the cuprates
dopings less thanp50.1. In Fig. 9, we reproduce the phas
diagram of Niedermeyeret al.51 showing boundaries of dis
tinct magnetic behaviors observed in powders of b
3-7
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La22xSrxCuO4 and Y12xCaxBa2Cu3O6.02. They report a
‘‘spin freezing’’ transition (Tf) below the Ne´el transition,
and a spin-glass transition (Tg) that cuts in to the supercon
ducting dome. Below this transition, and at doping levels
high asp50.09, the muons depolarize in about 0.1ms. In
the case of LSCO, the measurements extended into the r
of the 1/8 anomaly atp50.12, beyond which the spin-glas
neutron signal tends to disappear47 and where no magnetism
was found in previousmSR measurements.46 However, the
fact that both cuprates behave similarly, and that the s
glass temperature in Y12xCaxBa2Cu3O6 is substantially
higher, suggests that this behavior is characteristic of
cuprates as a class. Also, the way the spin-glass line end
always been confusing.

In a recent paper Panagopouloset al.52 have reported
anomalous long-time magnetic fluctuations at temperatu
just above the glass transition in La22xSrxCuO4 powders.
The scale of these is comparable toTc and has a functiona
dependence with doping identical to that of the paramety
in Fig. 1—i.e., decreasing with doping and vanishing atp
50.17. Thus they argue that the spin-glass line actually e
here, not at 1/8. The observation of the same effect i
different cuprate, which seems likely in light of Fig. 9, wou
suggest an intrinsic magnetic signal developing at the o
of DDW order.

VIII. DISORDER AND CROSSOVER

The muon phenomenology suggests an answer to a q
tion plaguing the idea of competing order in the cuprat
namely, why there is no evidence for a genuine phase t
sition at the pseudogap temperatureT* , the alleged phase
boundary for the onset of DDW, and also why previo
searches for magnetism at optimal doping have fou
sample-dependent or null results. It is simply that the DD
order is corrupted by disorder and transformed into the s
glass transition at the lower temperatureTg.53 In very dirty
samples, it is lowered so much as to be effectively destroy

There has been controversy over how much intrinsic d
order cuprates possess since they were discovered. Th
sence of the problem is that the most sensitive tests
disorder—transport and the degradation of superc

FIG. 9. Cuprate phase diagram inferred by Niedermayeret al.
~Ref. 51! from mSR measurements. The solid and open symb
refer to Y12xCaxBa2Cu3O6 and La22xSrxCuO4, respectively.TN is
the Néel temperature,Tc is the superconducting transition temper
ture,Tf is a secondary magnetic ordering that occurs on top of s
antiferromagnetism, andTg is the glass transition temperature. Th
dephasing time for the latter is approximately 0.1ms.
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ductivity—are corrupted by the non-Fermi-liquid behavior
the normal state20 evidenced by resistivities which excee
the Ioffe-Regel limit of 100mV cm at Tc ~cf. Fig. 7! and
increase with temperature from there. However, using cr
ria less dependent on the theory of metals, the case
chronic disorder is easier to make: All cuprates lose oxyg
easily in arbitrary amounts. All of them have spin-gla
phases at low dopings.52 All of them have magnetic scatter
ing in the superconducting regime that is sample-depend
difficult to reproduce, and difficult to quantify.40 All of them
have anomalous widths in Cu and O NMR and nuclear qu
rupole resonance.54 Thus our view is that all cuprates mad
thus far have been significantly disordered, even ones sh
ing evidence to the contrary such as narrow superconduc
transition widths. This view is supported by new scanni
tunneling microscope experiments on atomically perf
cleaves of optimally doped BSCCO that find inhomogen
ities in the tunneling density of states on the scale of 20 Å55

We note that the disorder need not occur within the Cu2
planes to have a strong effect on the electronic propert
The nonsuperconducting cuprates, which were studied in
late 1980s, differ from the superconducting ones only in
elements that sit between planes. Substituting Hg betw
the planes raisesTc substantially. Substituting Nd cause
stripes.38

The DDW transition is in the same universality class
the random-bond Ising model. The DDW order parame
breaks translational and rotational symmetries, and t
couples to disorder as in a model with a random uniax
anisotropy. From the Imry-Ma argument53 as adapted to the
random anisotropy case,56 we know that this symmetry-
breaking transition will be spoiled by the random distributi
of impurities. Thus, in the presence of disorder, time rever
is the only true symmetry that can be spontaneously bro
by the DDW state. The universality class is then that of aZ2
symmetry preserved by the impurities.

The phase diagram of the random-bond Ising model
pends critically on the disorder strength. Weak disorder is
irrelevant perturbation and can be ignored at the fin
temperature transition to a state with broken time-reve
symmetry. Such a state has a nonvanishing expectation v
for the staggered orbital magnetization~thereby breaking the
disorder-averagedtranslational symmetry!. On the other
hand, if the disorder is strong, and the interlayer coupling
finite, then there can be a finite-temperature transition in
same universality class as the three-dimensional~3D! Ising
spin-glass transition. Due to the weakness of the magn
coupling between the planes, the spin-glass transition t
perature estimated from the two-dimensional spin-gl
susceptibility,57 xsg

2D;T2g, g'5.3, is small. Such a transi
tion would not be possible if we could neglect the coupli
between the planes, as the lower critical dimension of
Ising spin glass is known to be greater than two.

In contrast to this, the finite temperature transition to DS
remains sharp in the presence of disorder—althoughTc may
be degraded. This is because disorder does not couple
early to the order parameter as a random field, and becau
superconducting transition in two dimensions is possib
The ultimate three-dimensional transition driven by the co

ls

in
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HIDDEN ORDER IN THE CUPRATES PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 094503
pling between the layers is robust. This can be further und
stood by invoking the Harris criterion53 assuming that the
transition is in the 3D-XY universality class. The criterion
states that weak disorder is an irrelevant perturbation to
pure system if the specific-heat exponent is negative, wh
is indeed the case for the 3D-XY model. When the disorde
is so strong thatkFl;1, wherekF is the Fermi wave vecto
and l is the mean free path, a superconductor-insulator tr
sition will take place, and the Harris criterion will no longe
apply.

The potential presence in this system of a disord
sensitive, purely electronic phase transition involving
Fermi-surface reconnection raises the disturbing possib
that many experiments in this field may be measuring c
rupted critical properties of the DDW transition rather th
the properties of new states of matter. The notorious n
Fermi-liquid behavior of the normal state, for example, a
pears to evolve at the lowest temperatures and in a st
magnetic field into behavior of a traditional metal. A po
sible explanation of this is that the high-temperature beh
ior is characteristic of a quantum critical58 region associated
with a nearby critical point.

IX. SUMMARY

In summary we find that most of the strange behavior
the cuprate superconductors is consistent evidence for
simultaneous occurrence ofd-wave superconductivity and
bond antiferromagnetism. On the basis of this we predict
the spin-glass transition temperature observed in muon
resonance will climb to the pseudogap temperatureT* as the
sample quality improves, that the onset of this effect w
doping coincides perfectly with the loss of superfluid dens
at p50.19, and that this transition will be found to be
metal-metal transition involving a Fermi surface reconn
tion, not a transition to stripe order,11–13,37,38when magnetic
fields sufficiently intense are available to crush the superc
ductivity at optimal doping.
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APPENDIX RELATED DENSITY WAVES

There are two related unconventional density wave or
parameters potentially relevant to the cuprates.3 The first is
that the frustration of the singlet DDW order parameter c
lead to incommensurate ordering, in analogy with t
Ferrell-Fulde-Larkin-Ovchinnikov59 state in superconductiv
ity as nesting is destroyed. As in the superconducting c
this will take place for sufficiently strong frustration and
sufficiently low temperatures. Note that in this case the or
parameter is allowed to couple with lattice displaceme
and can therefore be seen in x-ray scattering. When the o
parameter is incommensurate, it will no longer have p
dx22y2 symmetry, but will mix in p-wave terms. ForQ
5(p/a,p/a)1q with uqu small, the order parameter wil
take the form of Eq.~2!, with f (k)5cos(kx)2cos(ky) re-
placed by3

f ~k!5S 11
i

2
qxaD @cos~kxa!2cos~kya!#2

1

2
qxa sin~kxa!

2
1

2
qya sin~kya!. ~A1!

The second interesting order parameter is the triplet v
sion of the DDW. This is defined by

yW5(
k

f ~k!(
ss8

sW ss8^ck1Q,s
† ck,s8&, ~A2!

wheresW is a Pauli spin matrix. Iff (k) were chosen to be a
function of s-wave symmetry, this would be a convention
spin-density wave. The order in this case is chracterized
broken time-reversal, translational, and rotational inva
ances. The combination of any two of time-reversal, a tra
lation by one lattice spacing, or a rotation byp/2 is pre-
served, however. In addition, spin-rotational symmetry
also broken, which leads to gapless spin-1 excitations.
triplet DDW corresponds to an alternating pattern ofspin
currents analogous to charge currents of Fig. 2. Presently
phenomenology of high temperature does not seem to
consistent with the choice of the triplet DDW as the comp
ing order parameter.
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